Sarvajanik College of Engineering and Technology
Department of Computer Engineering

Expert Talk
on
“How to Represent the Research Problem and its Solution in Written Form”

Objectives of the Talk:


To guide the students and faculty members towards effective representation of a research
problem and its solution in a written form



To assist faculty members in technical writing

Date: 30th January 2016

Time: 10:30 AM to 12:30 PM
Venue: Seminar Hall, 1st Floor, Department of Electronics and Communication, SCET

Coordinator: Prof. (Dr.) Mayuri Mehta, Department of Computer Engineering

Participants: 40+ students and 30+ faculty members from various departments participated in the talk

Summary:
Computer Engineering Department of Sarvajanik College of Engineering & Technology organized an
expert talk on “How to Represent the Research Problem and Solution in Written Form” in association
with Research and Development Committee, SCET, Surat on 30th January 2016.
The talk was aimed to guide the PhD scholars, ME students as well as faculties of various
departments towards the effective representation of a research problem and its solution in a written
form. Prof. (Dr.) Mayuri Mehta commenced the session at 10:30 AM by welcoming and introducing

eminent speaker Prof. (Dr.) Bhushan Trivedi, Professor and Director, GLS Institute of Computer
Technology, Ahmedabad. Dr. Trivedi has a wide teaching experience of 25 years. He has published
65+ articles in National and International Journals and Conference Proceedings. He has also
conducted more than 23 workshops on “Effective Teaching Techniques” at various renowned institutes
like NITs and IIT.
During his talk, Dr. Trivedi shared his research expertise with fellow participants. Specifically,
he imparted the knowledge on the important requirements for writing a research paper to our fellow
participants. He addressed the various requirements for a good design of a research paper such as
Readable, Interesting, Timeliness, Clear, Logical and Results that follows data.
The session became more interesting and interactive when Dr. Trivedi engaged the fellow participants
in reviewing various research papers. This discussion gave a very exhaustive & articulate
understanding about how to precisely write a research paper title, abstract, introduction, figures and
tables, conclusion and references.
Finally the session was concluded by vote of thanks by Prof. (Dr.) Mayuri Mehta. We
acknowledge and thank Sarvajanik Education Society and Sarvajanik College of Engineering &
Technology for providing the necessary infrastructure for conducting the expert talk. We also thank Dr.
Vaishali Mungurwadi, Principal, SCET for her guidance and motivation in organizing the expert talk.
Herewith we have attached some glimpse of our expert lecture.

